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COMPARING AND
CONTRASTING

PART ONE: Think About the Strategy
What Is Comparing and Contrasting?
Thinking about the ways two or more things are alike is comparing. Thinking about the ways
two or more things are different is contrasting. You can compare and contrast almost anything.
Write how a house cat and a lion are alike.

2

Write how a house cat and a lion are different.
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Work with a Partner
• Take turns telling each other something that is the same about two kinds of
animals. Then tell something that is different about the animals.
• See how many likenesses and differences you can find.
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How Do You Find Likenesses and Differences?
Many reading passages compare and contrast two or more things. You can find examples of
comparing and contrasting by thinking about the details you read.
Read this passage about Olivia and Rebecca. Think about how the two girls are alike
and how they are different.
Olivia and Rebecca are twins. They were both born on the same day,
but Olivia is older than her sister by six minutes.
Olivia and Rebecca look alike, but they are different in many ways.
Olivia likes to play football and soccer. Rebecca would rather watch sport.
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1. Let’s think about the details that tell about the likenesses between Olivia and
Rebecca.
Now think about the details that tell about the differences between them.

2. Look at the Venn diagram below.
The shaded part of the first circle tells how Olivia is different from Rebecca. The
shaded part of the second circle tells how Rebecca is different from Olivia. These
are examples of contrasting.
The information where the circles overlap tells how Olivia and Rebecca are alike.
This is comparing.
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3. Fill in another example of comparing where the circles overlap to tell how Olivia
and Rebecca are alike.
4. Fill in another example of contrasting in the shaded part of the second circle to
tell how Rebecca is different from Olivia.

Olivia

Both

Is older than
her sister

Are twins

Likes to play
sport

Born on the
same day

Rebecca
Is younger
than her sister
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PART TWO: Learn About the Strategy
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WHAT TO
KNOW

Finding how things are alike and how they are different is called
comparing and contrasting. Comparing is finding how people, places,
objects and events are alike. Contrasting is finding how they are different.
• Clue words that signal how things are alike are both, same, like, alike
and similar.
• Clue words that signal how things are different are but, unlike,
different, however and whereas.
• If there are no clue words in a reading passage to signal a comparison or
a contrast, think about the people, places, objects or events you read
about. Ask yourself, “How are they alike? How are they different?”

Read this short article about the early buffalo hunters. As you read, think about the
ways in which the Plains Indians and the hunters from the East were alike and the
ways in which they were different.
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At one time, more than 60 million buffalo lived on the Great Plains. For hundreds
of years, the Plains Indians hunted the buffalo for food. They killed only the number
of buffalo that they needed to survive. They also found ways to use the parts of the
buffalo’s body that they could not eat. The
animal’s hide provided clothing and shelter. Its
bones and tissues were made into weapons and
tools.
In the 1800s, hunters from the East came to
the Great Plains. At first, they killed the buffalo
mainly for sport. Later, they killed millions of
the animals for their hides, which could be
turned into leather. The hunters would cut off
the valuable hide and then leave the rest of the
body to rot. By 1895, fewer than 1000 buffalo
were left.

Ways in which the Plains Indians and the hunters from the East were alike:

They both hunted buffalo on the Great Plains.
They both used the hide of the buffalo they hunted.

Ways in which the Plains Indians and the hunters from the East were different:
The Plains Indians killed only the number of buffalo that they needed to survive, but the
hunters killed many buffalo just for sport.
The Plains Indians used the buffalo’s entire body for their needs, but the hunters used
only the hide.
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Read this article written by Ryan about his favourite sport – lacrosse. As you read,
look for clue words that tell how lacrosse and baggataway are alike and how they
are different. Then answer the questions.
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My Favourite Sport
My favourite sport is lacrosse. I’ve been playing this sport as long as I can
remember. Lacrosse is one of the oldest and fastest sports in North America. In
Canada, it is the national sport. Here in Australia, we don’t see it as often.
Lacrosse is played by two teams on a large field. The object of the game is to
throw a rubber ball into the opposing team’s goal. Players use a long stick with a
net basket, or pocket, on the end of it to pass the ball among teammates and move
it down the field.
Lacrosse came from a rugged game that was played in Canada hundreds of
years ago. The Algonquin, Huron and Iroquois nations called the game
“baggataway”. The Native Americans used a playing stick similar to today’s
lacrosse stick. But instead of a rubber ball, they used a ball made of hair covered
with deerskin.
Unlike lacrosse, baggataway was partly a religious ceremony. It was also an
excellent way to get warriors into top physical condition. Baggataway teams were
much larger than modern lacrosse teams. They sometimes had up to a thousand
players! Several kilometres often separated the goals. Games could last for two or
three days.
Some of the first French settlers in Canada played baggataway with the Native
Americans. The French gave the sport its present name. They thought that the
playing stick looked like a staff carried by French bishops, la crosse. As a result,
the game took on a new name.

1. How are lacrosse and baggataway alike?
 Both games last several days.
 Both games are played by using
long sticks and a ball.
 Both games are played only in
Canada.
 Both games are played on the same
size playing field.

2. Which clue word or words in the article
signal that the purpose for playing
lacrosse and baggataway is different?
 but
 similar
 unlike
 as a result

Work with a Partner
• Talk about your answers to the questions.
• Tell why you chose your answers.
• Then talk about what you have learned so far about recognising cause and effect.
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PART THREE: Check Your Understanding

REVIEW

Comparing is finding ways in which things are alike. Contrasting
is finding ways in which things are different.
• Look for clue words that signal a likeness, or comparison, such
as both, same, like, alike and similar.
• Look for clue words that signal a difference, or contrast, such
as but, unlike, different, however and whereas.
• If there are no clue words in the reading passage, think about
the ways in which the people, places, objects and events are
being compared and contrasted.
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Read this poem about the ways in which an adult and a child question the world. In
the poem, the questions are referred to as serving-men. As you read, ask yourself,
“How are the views of the adult and child alike? How are their views different?”
Then answer the questions.
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I keep six honest serving-men
(They taught me all I knew);
Their names are What and Why and When
And How and Where and Who.
I send them over land and sea,
I send them east and west;
But after they have worked for me,
I give them all a rest.
I let them rest from nine till five,
For I am busy then,
As well as breakfast, lunch and tea,
For they are hungry men.

3. In what way are the views of the adult
and the child alike?
 Both ask the same number of
questions.
 Both ask questions the entire day.
 Both take a break from asking
questions during the day.
 Both ask questions, such as How,
Where and Why.

But different folk have different views;
I know a person small –
She keeps ten million serving-men,
Who get no rest at all!
She sends ’em abroad on her own affairs,
From the second she opens her eyes –
One million Hows, two million Wheres,
And seven million Whys!
by Rudyard Kipling

4. Which clue word in the poem signals
that there is a difference between the
views of the adult and the child?
 similar
 but
 unlike
 whereas
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Which Answer Is Correct and Why?
Look at the answer choices for each question. Read why each answer choice is
correct or not correct.

3. In what way are the views of the
adult and the child alike?

 Both ask the same number of

 similar
This answer is not correct because
the word similar is usually used to
compare things, not contrast them.
Also, the word similar is not used
in the poem.
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questions.
This answer is not correct because
the poem suggests that the adult
asks a few questions, but the child
asks millions of questions.

4. Which clue word in the poem signals
that there is a difference between the
views of the adult and the child?

 Both ask questions the entire

day.
This answer is not correct because
the poem states that the adult lets
his serving-men “rest from nine till
five”, for he is busy then.

●

 Both take a break from asking

 unlike
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questions during the day.
This answer is not correct because
the poem states that the adult gives
his serving-men a rest after they
have worked for him. The child,
though, keeps her serving-men busy
all day, “from the second she opens her
eyes”.

●

Both ask questions, such as
How, Where and Why.
This answer is correct because the
poem is about an adult and a child
who both ask questions. The
difference between them is the
number of questions they ask.

but
This answer is correct because the
word but introduces the line that
signals a difference: “But different
folk have different views.” Note that
the word different is also used to
signal a contrast.

This answer is not correct because
the word unlike is not used in the
poem.

 whereas
This answer is not correct because
the word whereas is not used in the
poem.
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PART FOUR: Build on What You Have Learned

MORE TO
KNOW

Sometimes, there are no clue words in a reading passage to signal that
things are being compared or contrasted. When there are no clue words,
• think about the people, places, objects or events that you read about.
Ask yourself, “How are they alike? How are they different?”
• think about what is being compared or contrasted. Ask yourself, “In
what ways are they compared? In what ways are they contrasted?”

Read this story about a contest winner. Then answer the questions.
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Simon won a trip to an island in the North Atlantic Ocean. His choices were
Greenland or Iceland. Simon didn’t want to visit Iceland. Just its name made him feel
cold. Greenland sounded like a much better place.
What Simon didn’t know was that Greenland isn’t really green. In fact, it’s probably
one of the least green places on Earth. Most of Greenland lies above the Arctic Circle
and is covered with thick ice. In 982 A.D., the Viking leader Erik the Red established a
colony there. He hoped to attract more settlers to the frozen island, so he called it
“Greenland”. The island population, however, stayed small. Today, most Greenlanders
live near the southwest coast. It is the warmest part of the island. It is also the only
area where grass and trees grow.
If Simon had studied his geography better, he would have known that Iceland is south
of Greenland. Only the northern tip of Iceland touches the Arctic Circle. Iceland has far
more green land than its neighbour. Part of Iceland is covered by ice, but the island also
has hundreds of natural hot springs and volcanoes. Greenland is two million square
kilometres in area and has about 60,000 people, whereas Iceland is 20 times smaller in
area and has at least four times as many people. Most Icelanders also live on the milder,
southwest coast.

5. How are Greenland and Iceland alike?
 Both lie mostly above the Arctic
Circle.
 Both are in the North Atlantic
Ocean.
 Both are the same size.
 Both are mostly covered with ice.

6. In what way are the two islands
different?
 Greenland is smaller.
 Greenland has more people.
 Most people in Iceland live in the
middle of the country.
 Only Iceland has hot springs and
volcanoes.

7. One thing the islands have in common
is that
 most people live on the southwest
coast.
 they were discovered by Erik the
Red.
 neither has any green land.
 both have a large population.

8. In the story, the clue word whereas is
used to contrast the islands’
 size and population.
 size and location.
 population and climate.
 appearance and location.
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Read this chart which describes some of the ways that dolphins and porpoises are
alike and ways that they are different. Then answer the questions.
Quality
Must surface to breathe

Dolphins

Porpoises

✓

✓

Have blowhole on top of head

✓

✓

Live in deep waters and near coast

✓
✓

Live mostly in coastal waters
Swim at speeds up to 40 kilometres per hour

✓

✓

Feed mostly on fish

✓

✓

Have a long, pointed snout

✓
✓

Have a short, rounded snout
✓

Have a long, thin body

Have a steeply sloping forehead
Have a gently sloping forehead

✓
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Have cone-shaped teeth
Have flat, spade-shaped teeth

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

Can be trained to perform tricks

✓

✓

Produce sounds underwater and listen to the
echoes to find food

✓

✓

porpoise
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Known for their intelligence

dolphin

9. Which of these tells one way dolphins
and porpoises are alike?
 Both have cone-shaped teeth.
 Both live mostly in deep waters.
 Both can perform tricks.
 Both have the same size snout.

10. One way that dolphins and porpoises
are different is that
 only dolphins can produce sounds
underwater.
 porpoises have a more steeply
sloping forehead.
 porpoises swim faster than
dolphins.
 dolphins have a longer snout.

11. What three qualities do dolphins have in
common with porpoises?
 have blowhole, are intelligent,
produce sounds underwater
 must surface to breathe, swim at fast
speeds, live in deep waters
 have a rounded snout, feed mostly
on fish, are intelligent
 have flat teeth, have a pointed
snout, live in coastal waters
12. Which of these is true?
 Porpoises are different from
dolphins in every way.
 Porpoises do mostly the same things
that dolphins do.
 Dolphins look like porpoises.
 Dolphins are just like porpoises,
except that they are smarter.
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PART FIVE: Prepare for a Test

TEST TIPS

• A test question about comparing and contrasting may ask you how
things are alike or how they are different.
• A test question about comparing and contrasting usually contains a
clue word. Words such as same, like, alike and similar signal that
you are to compare things. Words such as different, unlike or not
like signal that you are to contrast things.
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Read this article about speed skaters. Then answer questions about the article.
Choose the best answer for Numbers 13 and 14.
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On the Cutting Edge
Until 1997, speed skaters wore skates in which
the entire boot was firmly attached to the blade.
Today, most speed skaters wear clap skates. The
heel of a clap skate is not attached to the blade. A
hinge with a spring holds the toe of the boot to the
blade. When a skater pushes off, the heel lifts up,
leaving the entire blade on the ice longer. When the
skater’s entire foot lifts off the ice, the blade snaps
a clap skate
back to the heel, making a clapping sound.
On traditional speed skates, athletes push off from the back of the skate. They
rely on their thigh muscles for power. On clap skates, athletes push from the front of
the skate and use both their calf muscles and thigh muscles. The extra muscle power
enables the skaters to extend their legs out farther. The more the leg extends, the
longer the stride. The longer the stride is, the faster the speed.
Speed skaters who had trained on traditional skates had to learn new techniques
to use clap skates. Some athletes had a hard time adjusting to the new skates.
Unknown athletes who had figured out how to use clap skates began breaking world
records.

13. In what way is a traditional speed skate
different from a clap skate?
 A traditional skate is attached to the
blade at the toe, but a clap skate is
not.
 A clap skate is attached to the blade
only at the toe.
 The boot of a clap skate is firmly
attached to the blade.
 Only the traditional skate requires
athletes to use their thigh muscles.

14. How are traditional skates and clap
skates alike?
 Both have a blade that remains on
the ice the same amount of time.
 Both require the skater to push
from the back of the skate.
 Both pack the same amount of
power and speed.
 Both have boots and blades as part
of the skate.
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Read this fable from Aesop, along with a Native American folktale. Then
answer questions about both passages. Choose the best answer for Numbers
15 and 16.

★★★

While Hummingbird was looking for
food, Heron overtook her and went on past.
Hummingbird took off again and was soon
a considerable distance ahead of Heron, so
she stopped to taste the flowers again.
While Hummingbird was looking for food
once again, Heron kept on flying and soon
went past Hummingbird. Hummingbird took
off again and when she was ahead of
Heron, she stopped to sleep for the night.
But Heron travelled all night, passing the
tree where Hummingbird slept. When
Hummingbird woke the next day, she
overtook Heron once again. This went on
and on until the night of the third day when
Heron kept on flying while Hummingbird
slept once again.
On the morning of the fourth day,
Hummingbird quickly reached the big tree
along the bank of the river, but she was
surprised to see that Heron had reached it
first.
“We agreed that whoever got to the big
tree first should own all the water,” said
Heron. “Since all of the water now belongs
to me, you must not drink water but only
taste the flowers when you travel about.”
And that is why, to this day, Hummingbird
drinks only the sweet nectar of flowers.
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One day, Hare made fun of Tortoise for
being so slow on his feet. Much to Hare’s
surprise, Tortoise challenged him to a race.
The Hare was amused at the idea. “Very
well,” he replied. “Let’s try and see.”
When the race began, Hare dashed off,
leaving Tortoise behind. Soon Hare was so
far ahead that he decided to take a nap.
Meanwhile, Tortoise plodded on and on.
When Hare awoke at last, he was surprised
that Tortoise was nowhere in sight. Hare
raced his fastest to the finish line, only to
find that Tortoise had already won.
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“Let’s have a race,” Hummingbird said to
Heron one day.
“I won’t race you,” said Heron. “You are
fast and nimble. I am slow and awkward.”
Still, Hummingbird kept after Heron until
he finally agreed to race for four days. The
first one to reach the big tree by the bank of
the river would own all the water.
On the first day of the race, Heron had
barely taken flight before Hummingbird was
off like a shot. Heron kept flapping his
wings, and he soon found a slow and
steady rhythm.

15. What is similar about the two stories?
 In both stories, a quicker animal
challenged a slower animal to a race.
 In both stories, a quicker animal
made fun of a slower animal.
 In both stories, Hare and
Hummingbird rested each night.
 In both stories, the slower animal
won the race.

16. The stories are different because
 the birds’ race lasted longer.
 Hare wanted to race, but
Hummingbird did not.
 Tortoise was slow, but Heron was
fast.
 Hummingbird was less certain
than Hare about winning the
race.
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Using the CARS and STARS Plus Series

CARS Plus Series

STARS Plus
Series

Diagnose needs of the
class by administering
5 Pretests

Instruct the class
in 1 to 6 strategies,
based on students’
needs (differentiate
instruction using
Books P–H)

Assess mastery by
administering 5 Post
Tests
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Benchmark during
instruction to monitor
progress, using 5
longer tests

What are the CARS Plus and STARS
Plus Series?
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The CARS Plus and STARS Plus Series are a
comprehensive resource that allows you to identify
and teach essential reading comprehension strategies.
As the diagram above indicates, the CARS Plus
Series is the assessment component, and the STARS
Plus Series is the instruction component.

Book E in both the CARS Plus and STARS Plus
Series features the following 12 reading
strategies:
• Finding Main Idea
• Recalling Facts and Details
• Understanding Sequence
• Recognising Cause and Effect
• Comparing and Contrasting
• Making Predictions
• Finding Word Meaning in Context
• Drawing Conclusions and Making Inferences
• Distinguishing Between Fact and Opinion
• Identifying Author’s Purpose
• Interpreting Figurative Language
• Summarising

CARS Plus Series
The CARS Plus Series is a diagnostic reading
series that allows you to identify and assess a
student’s level of mastery for each of 12 reading
strategies. It contains Pretests, Benchmarks and
Post Tests. This ten-level series is designed for
students in years P to 8. The CARS Plus Series
helps teachers place students in the companion
STARS Plus Series for reading instruction and
remediation.

STARS Plus Series
The STARS Plus Series is a prescriptive reading
series that provides essential instruction in the
same 12 reading strategies as the diagnostic
CARS Plus Series. This ten-level series is also
designed for students in years P to 8. The
STARS Plus Series provides precise instruction
in and practice with the strategies students need
to master in order to achieve reading success.
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How do I get started with the CARS
Plus and STARS Plus Series?
As shown in the diagram on page 4, the CARS Plus
Series is used to diagnose the needs of the class,
monitor students’ progress and assess students’
mastery of the strategies. The STARS Plus Series is
used to instruct the class in targeted reading
strategies, based on the diagnosis from the CARS
Plus Series.

The reading strategies in these series were based on
reviews of the following:
• Current research on reading comprehension
• Gaps in basal or core reading programs
The strategies in both series cover a range of areas
that lead to success in reading comprehension:
• Literal comprehension
• Inferential comprehension
• Text structure and organisational patterns
• Vocabulary and concept development
• Metacognitive strategies
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To get started, use the following steps:

Why do the CARS Plus and STARS Plus
Series concentrate on 12 reading
strategies?

1. Diagnose
Administer the ﬁve pretests in the CARS Plus
Series to diagnose the needs of the students in
your class. (See the CARS Plus teacher guide for
additional information.)

Practice in these reading strategies leads to success
on tests as well as improves students’ overall reading
comprehension.
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2. Instruct
Based on the results of the CARS Plus diagnosis,
assign speciﬁc strategy lessons in the STARS Plus
Series to remediate areas that need improvement
and reinforcement. Or, you may have students
complete an entire STARS Plus student book in
order to build and reinforce students’ basic
knowledge of reading strategies. (See pages 7 and
10–11 for information about differentiating
instruction.)
3. Benchmark
Use the ﬁve Benchmarks in the CARS Plus
Series and the Review Lessons in the STARS
Plus Series (see page 6) to monitor students’
progress.

4. Assess
Use the ﬁve Post Tests in the CARS Plus Series
and the Final Review in the STARS Plus Series
(see page 6) to assess mastery of the strategies
taught in the STARS Plus Series.

How do researchers deﬁne the
relationship between skills and
strategies?
According to Regie Routman (2000), strategies are
the thinking, problem-solving processes that the
learner deliberately initiates, incorporates and applies
to construct meaning. At this point, the reading
strategies become instinctively incorporated into
one’s reading.
According to Afﬂerbach et al. (2008), when a
reading strategy becomes effortless and automatic,
the strategy has become a skill. Reading skills
operate without the reader’s deliberate control or
conscious awareness.
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What is in the STARS Plus teacher
guide?

Strategy Lessons
Each student book contains 12 strategy lessons,
one lesson for each reading strategy. Each tenpage lesson provides instruction and practice in
the targeted reading strategy. Students read several
passages and answer 16 strategy-based selectedresponse (multiple-choice) questions.

Overview
Information about using the CARS Plus and
STARS Plus Series and The Classroom Reading
System, including:
• Suggested Pacing Chart
• Features of a STARS Plus Lesson
• Research Summary
• Reproducible Strategy Bookmarks
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What is in the STARS Plus student
book?

The strategy lessons are scaffolded, providing a
gradual release of support. Each lesson moves
from modelled instruction to guided instruction
to modelled practice to guided practice to
independent practice. (See Features of a STARS
Plus Lesson on pages 12–23 for more
information about the strategy lessons.)
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Review Lessons
A four-page review lesson follows every three
strategy lessons. Students read two longer
passages and answer 12 selected-response
questions that focus on the target reading
strategies in the three previous lessons.

Lesson Plans
Six-page guides for each STARS Plus student-book
lesson, including a facsimile of each student-book
page with correct answers, teacher tips and these
special features:
• ELL Support
• Genre Focus
• Teacher’s Corner
• Reteaching
• Connecting with Literature

Final Review
A twelve-page ﬁ nal review gives practice in all
12 reading strategies. Students read four longer
passages and answer 48 selected-response
questions that focus on all the reading strategies
in the book.

Reproducible Answer Form
A reproducible bubble sheet that students may use
to record their answers to Parts Two–Five of each
lesson
Completed Answer Form
A ﬁ lled-in bubble sheet that may be used for
correction purposes
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How can I provide differentiated
instruction using the STARS Plus
Series?
There are two easy ways to provide differentiated
instruction in the classroom using the STARS Plus
Series.

After students have been placed into the STARS
Plus Series, based on the diagnosis from the CARS
Plus Pretests, several methods may be used to assess
students’ progress in the STARS Plus Series.
You may use classroom observation to monitor and
informally assess students’ mastery of the strategies
taught in each STARS Plus lesson.
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By Reading Strategy
Use the results from the Pretests in the CARS
Plus Series to diagnose the individual needs of
the students in your classroom.
Then use STARS Plus Book E to provide targeted
instruction in one speciﬁc strategy or in several
strategies to remediate areas that need
improvement and/or reinforcement.

How can I assess students’ progress in
the STARS Plus Series?

Or, you may wish to provide instruction using the
entire STARS Plus Book E to build students’ basic
knowledge of all the reading strategies.

STARS Plus Review Lessons
A review lesson follows every three strategy
lessons. The reviews may be used to assess
students’ mastery of the reading strategies taught
in those three lessons in the STARS Plus student
book.
STARS Plus Final Review
A ﬁ nal review follows all 12 strategy lessons. The
ﬁ nal review may be used upon completion of the
student book to assess students’ mastery of all 12
reading strategies.
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By Reading Level
Students in the same classroom are likely to be
reading at different skill levels (below year level, at
year level or above year level). You can use the
levelled books in the STARS Plus Series (Books
P–H) to meet this need.

You may also use the following to formally assess
students’ mastery of the strategies:

To enable this type of differentiated instruction,
the sequence of the strategies and the page
numbers across the books in the STARS Plus
Series are the same from lesson to lesson (with
some exceptions in Books P–C). So all students
in the classroom receive the same reading-strategy
instruction but work with appropriately levelled
reading passages.
For example, some year-ﬁve students may work in
the on-level Book E, which contains reading
passages that don’t extend beyond a year-ﬁve
reading level. At the same time, other students in
the class may be assigned an above-level book,
while other students may be assigned a below-level
book.

CARS Plus Benchmarks
These ﬁve tests may be used throughout
instruction in the STARS Plus student book
(after the CARS Plus Pretests and before the
CARS Plus Post Tests) as individual progressmonitoring tools to monitor students’ progress in
applying all 12 reading strategies.

CARS Plus Post Tests
These ﬁve tests may be used upon completion of
the STARS Plus student book to assess students’
overall mastery of all 12 reading strategies. The
results of the CARS Plus Post Tests may be
compared with the results of the CARS Plus
Pretests to assess students’ mastery of the reading
strategies.
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What instructional features in the
STARS Plus Series can be helpful for
students, especially ELL students?
The STARS Plus Series uses several effective
instructional procedures that support all students,
including:
• Opportunities to activate prior knowledge before
beginning strategy instruction

For best results, correct each part of the strategy
lesson orally with students immediately following
its completion. Explain concepts that students do
not understand. Encourage students to participate
in a discussion about the targeted strategy and how
to apply it in everyday life experiences.
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• Explicit instruction in key English language
concepts

What is the correction procedure?

• A step-by-step scaffolded approach, beginning
with explicit instruction, to build a clear
understanding of the reading strategies

• Opportunities to build and reinforce self-esteem
• Use of graphic organisers to visually depict the
reading strategies
• Frequent reviews and restatements of concepts

• Allowances for students to work at their own pace

The Strategy Bookmarks are a set of reproducible
bookmarks for each of the strategies taught in the
STARS Plus Series. You may wish to distribute the
appropriate bookmark after students have
completed each strategy lesson. The bookmarks
serve as a helpful reminder, highlighting the
essential points about the strategy that students
have learned in the lesson.
Suggest that students use the bookmarks to support
their application of the strategy to year-level text,
especially when completing the Connecting with
Literature activity (see pages 22–23 for an example
of this feature).
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• Ample practice through a variety of high-interest
reading passages

What are the Strategy Bookmarks?

• Presentation of selections depicting real-life
situations

• Encouragement of paired-learning experiences

• Student discussion of strategies to demonstrate
conceptual understanding

In addition to these supports, the teacher guide also
provides minilessons on English language topics
that may be challenging for ELL students (called
ELL Support). See pages 12–13 of this teacher guide
for an example.

Where do students record their
answers?

Students may record their answers to Part One on a
separate piece of paper or directly in their student
book. The answers to Part One are discussed during
partner or all-class discussions. Students may record
their answers to Parts Two–Five on the reproducible
Answer Form (on pages 106 and 107 of this teacher
guide) or directly in the student book.

How much time is required to
complete the STARS Plus Series?
The STARS Plus Series is designed for ﬂexibility in
the classroom and can be used effectively in several
ways to fulﬁ l your classroom needs. How you
choose to allocate time for the strategy lessons,
review lessons and the ﬁ nal review is up to you,
depending on the needs of your students.
You can adjust the times as needed in the Suggested
Pacing Chart on page 9 to accommodate your daily
schedule of instruction.
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Features of a STARS Lesson
This 12-page section guides teachers through a sample lesson plan from the teacher guide. Each lesson
plan contains facsimiles of the student-book lesson. Numbered boxes point out and describe the key
features in both the teacher guide and the student book.

Lesson

4
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INTRODUCTION

RECOGNISING CAUSE AND EFFECT

1
2

LESSON OBJECTIVES

Stud
Students
will learn to:
Recognise cause and effect by understanding what
• R
happens and why in a reading passage
• Identify when test questions are asking them to
recognise cause and effect

3

GETTING STARTED
Introduce the Strategy
Int

Past Tense of Regular Verbs
P

E
Explain
to students that verbs are action words.
T
The past tense of a verb tells that the action has
al
already happened. The past tense of a regular
verb ends in ed.

Work with students to identify and form the
past tense of regular verbs. Write this sentence
on the board: It rained. Work with students to
identify the verb (rain) and the verb’s ending
(ed). Then write the verbs force, study and tap
on the board. Work together to form the past
tense of each verb and to tell how it is formed
(force: add d; study: change y to i and add ed;
tap: add ped). Explain that there are several
ways to form the past tense of verbs.
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Tell students that today they will learn how to
recognise cause and effect when they read.

ELL Support

SAY: Good readers know how to recognise
cause and effect in a reading passage by
thinking about what happens and why it
happens. You already know about causes
and effects because they are part of your
daily life. Whenever you understand why
something happens, you are recognising a
cause and its effect.

Model the Strategy

Introduce the strategy by describing a situation and
g.
asking students to think about what is happening.
SAY: Suppose that it rained last night. You
wake up the next morning and notice
puddles everywhere. What caused the
puddles to form?

4

Point out to students that the puddles formed
because of the rain that fell the night before. Guide
students to see that the rain was the cause, and the
puddles were the effect. The cause led to the effect.
Explain that this is an example of recognising cause
and effect.

50

Point out the regular past tense verb forced on
student book page 40.

Genre Focus
Myth
M

T students that on page 45, they will read a
Tell
m
myth. Deﬁ ne this genre for students. Explain
th
that a myth is a ﬁctional story that is set in the
past. Often its purpose is to explain something
about human behaviour or the natural world.
Myths are closely tied to the beliefs and ideals
of the particular culture from which they came.
Usually, the characters in myths are gods,
goddesses or godlike beings. These characters
usually have extraordinary powers and can
make impossible things happen. The hero of a
myth often possesses the exemplary traits that
are most valued by the culture. Have students
share myths that they have read or heard.
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1
2

Lesson Objectives: Presents two strategy-related goals for students
to achieve as they complete the lesson.
Getting Started: Introduces the strategy to students and models
how good readers use the strategy when reading.
• Scripted text provides a model for using the strategy in a realworld scenario to tap students’ background knowledge.

3

ELL Support: Targets a language concept that students may need
reinforcement with.
• The language concept is briefly defined. The teacher then
guides students through examples and tells them where they will
encounter the concept in the upcoming lesson.
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• Language concepts in the series include:
★ compound words
★ possessives
★ prefixes
★ multiple-meaning words
★ suffixes
★ regular and irregular plurals
★ contractions
★ regular and irregular past tense
verbs
★ homophones
★ comparatives and superlatives

4

• Where possible
throughout the
lesson, use visuals.
For example, write
the target strategy on
poster paper for easy
reference.
• Use the scripted text
to help students see
how they already use
the strategy in their
everyday lives.
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• A familiar context builds students’ confidence for interacting with
the strategy.

Management Tips

Genre Focus: Previews key characteristics of a specific genre.
• Understanding a genre can aid students’ comprehension of a
reading passage.
• Genres in the series include:
★ biography
★ journal entry
★ myth
★ fable
★ science fiction
★ poem

★
★
★
★
★
★

folktale
letter to the editor
e-mail
blog
science report
history article

• To aid ELL students,
use explicit instruction,
and allow time to
practise new concepts.
Observe students
closely to make sure
they understand the
concepts. Whenever
possible, “show” the
concepts through
modelling, pantomime
and visual examples.
• Point out examples of
the featured language
concept in other
classroom work.
• Share classroom
books that showcase
the featured genre.
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PART ONE

Modelled Instruction
How Do You Find Cause and Effect?

Lesson

RECOGNISING
CAUSE AND EFFECT

4

Many reading passages include examples of cause and effect. You can find causes and effects
by thinking about what happens in a passage and why.
Read this passage about Marcus and Jake. Think about the things that happen and
why they happen.

PART ONE: Think About the Strategy
What Is Cause and Effect?
W

1

1

Marcus and Jake were hiking along a mountain path. They came to a
fork in the trail, and they didn’t know which way to go.
“Look at the map,” said Marcus to Jake. Jake checked his pockets and
his backpack, but he couldn’t find the map.
“I left it at the last place we stopped to rest. We’ll have to go back
to find it,” said Jake.

3

There is a reason for everything that happens. What happens is called the effect. Why it
T
h
happens is called the cause.
Write what happens if you oversleep on a school day.
Sample response: My dad has to drive me to school.

1. Let
Let’s find an example of cause and effect in the passage.
2. Look at the two boxes below.
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The first box tells what happened. This is the effect.
T
The second box tells why it happened. This is the cause.
T

2

Write why this happens.

4

Sample response: Because I missed the school bus.

What happened? (effect)

Marcus and Jake didn’t know
which way to go on the trail.

Why did it happen? (cause)

Jake couldn’t find the map.

3. L
Let’s find another example of cause and effect in the passage.
Look at the two boxes below.

The first box tells the cause for why something happened.

4. Fill in the effect in the second box. Tell what happened because Jake left the map
behind.
Cause

2

Work with a Partner

STARS Plus Student Book D CA12145 • 9781743305775 • © 2012 Hawker Brownlow Education

AT A GLANCE
A

Effect

Jake and Marcus will have to

go back to find
___________________________

the map
___________________________.
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Page 39
• Read out the information that precedes the
reading passage.
• Direct students to read the passage in the box.
• Tell students that after they read the passage, they
will use a graphic organiser to help them
recognise a cause and effect in the passage.
• Guide students through steps 1–3 for completing
the graphic organiser by having them follow
along as you read the steps aloud.
• Direct students to complete the information in
the Effect box of the graphic organiser.
• Discuss student responses.
• Be sure students have a clear understanding of
how to ﬁ nd the cause and its effect in the passage.
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6

5

• Take turns giving each other examples of cause and effect. You might say,
“I watered the plant because its leaves were drooping.”
• In each example, tell which part is the cause and which part is the effect.

38

Jake left the map at the last
place he and Marcus stopped
to rest.

S
Students
activate their background knowledge about
rrecognising cause and effect and then learn how to
aapply this strategy to a short reading passage.

STEP BY STEP

7

P
Page
38
• Tell students that today they will practise
recognising cause and effect.
• Read out the information at the top of the page.
• Direct students to respond to items 1 and 2.
• Discuss student responses as a class.

Work with a Partner

• Organise students to work in pairs to complete
the Work with a Partner activity.
• Encourage volunteers to share their examples of
cause and effect with the class.

9

8

Tip: If students have trouble thinking of examples,
T
les,
h
have them complete “____ because ____” sentences.
In the ﬁ rst part, they think of an event that
h
happened (the dish fell). In the last part, they tell
why (it was slippery).

Tip: If students have difﬁculty completing the
T
sentence in the Effect box, have them reread the
se
ﬁ rst and second sentences of the passage. Ask,
“
“What happens because the Winter Street Bridge is
l
closed
for repairs?” Explain to students that what
happens is the effect.
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Student Book
1

Introduction: Describes the strategy. Open-ended questions prompt
students to explore what they already know about the strategy from
their daily lives.
Work with a Partner: Gives student partners the opportunity to
discuss ways to use the strategy.

3

Reading Passage: Provides the opportunity for students to work
with the strategy in the context of real-world reading.

4

Steps: Guides students through completing the strategy-based
graphic organiser.

Management Tips

Teacher Guide

6

At a Glance: Provides a brief overview of what students do in each
lesson part.

7

Step by Step: Provides an explicit walk-through of the steps for
guiding students through each lesson part.

8

Tip: Provides additional information for the teacher to assist student
partners as they discuss the strategy in the Work with a Partner
activity.

9

After prompting
students to tap into their
prior knowledge, the
teacher uses step-by-step
examples to model how
to use the strategy, with
the support of a
strategy-based graphic
organiser.

Graphic Organiser: Visually depicts how to apply the strategy.
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5

Teacher Led
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2

Modelled
Instruction

Tip: Provides additional information for the teacher to assist students
as they complete the strategy-based graphic organiser.

• Personalise examples
so they make sense for
your students. Draw
on your own
experiences and your
knowledge of your
students to make sure
examples are relevant.
• Plan carefully when
grouping students for
the Work with a
Partner activity.
Consider skill levels,
social skills and
English language
proﬁciency.
• Circulate and provide
tips or encouragement
as student pairs work
together.
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The STARS Plus Series is an instructional program
that is solidly grounded in areas of important reading
research. Scaffolded strategy-based instruction
serves as the organisational framework, while
metacognitive strategies foster student selfmonitoring and self-assessment. The lessons are
carefully planned and sequenced to promote
individual understanding and application of reading

strategies. With the STARS Plus Series, students
build on their capacity to analyse, reason and
communicate ideas effectively by applying speciﬁed
reading strategies in a variety of contexts. The STARS
Plus Series is a comprehensive reading program
designed to meet a broad spectrum of individual
needs in the classroom.

Example

Research says …

Answer Analysis for Students
As a part of guided instruction,
students receive immediate feedback
about their answer choices and read the
reasoning behind correct and incorrect
answers.

SB: Books P and AA
• Included in teacher and student
discussions

Research (Pashler et al, 2007) has shown
that when students receive direct
instruction about the reasons why an
answer is correct or incorrect, they
demonstrate long-term retention and
understanding of newly learned content.

Cooperative Learning
Students work together in pairs or
small groups to attain their individual
goals.

SB: Books AA–H
• In each lesson, Work with a Partner
feature

“Having peers instruct or interact over
the use of reading strategies leads to an
increase in the learning of the strategies,
promotes intellectual discussion and
increases reading comprehension”
(NICHD, 2000, pp. 4–45).

Differentiated Instruction
Students of varying abilities learn the
same content using different
instructional approaches.

SB: Books C–H
• In each lesson, Part One through
Part Five, modelled, guided,
and independent practice and
instruction

“‘Multiple paths’ does not mean that
students are given free rein; it means that
teachers must ﬁnd that sweet spot
between structure and choice that makes
student learning possible … By allowing
options that accommodate different
thinking patterns, teachers help all
students not only achieve planned
learning goals but also own these goals
in a way that’s all theirs” (Carolan &
Guinn, 2007, p. 45).
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This series uses …
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SB: Books A–H
• In each lesson, Part Three: Check
Your Understanding

TG: Books AA–H
• In each lesson, Part One through
Part Five, teachers are given paired
and whole-group instruction
options

Direct Instruction
Lesson plans include explicit step-bystep instruction of reading and
learning strategies as well as lesson
objectives.

SB: Books AA–H
• In each lesson, Part Two: Learn
About the Strategy

“The research demonstrates that the
type of questions, the detailed step-bystep breakdowns, and the extensive
practice with a range of examples …
will signiﬁcantly beneﬁt students’
comprehension” (Gersten & Carnine,
1986, p. 72).

ELL Accommodations
English-language learners are a large
part of today’s classrooms. These
students need extra support and
scaffolding while learning new
information.

SB: Books A–H
• In each lesson, graphic organisers,
explicit instruction, scaffolded
instruction, shared reading and themebased reading passages are key ELL
instructional accommodations.

Some teaching strategies that have been
proven to be effective for ELL students
are: graphic organisers, explicit
instruction, scaffolded instruction,
shared reading and theme-based
instruction.

TG: Books A–H
• See section entitled, “What
instructional features in the STARS
Plus Series can be helpful for
students, especially ELL students?”
• Introduction, ELL Support

“In virtually every […] country, middle
and high schools are now seeing
expanding enrollments of students
whose primary language is not English.
Rising numbers of immigrants, other
demographic trends, and the demands of
an increasingly global economy make it
clear that [schools] can no longer afford
to ignore the pressing needs of the ELLs
in its middle and high schools who are
struggling with reading, writing, and
oral discourse in a new language” (Short
& Fitzsimmons, 2007).
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Example

Research says …

Explicit Instruction
Students receive explicit instruction of
each reading strategy consisting of a
deﬁ nition, a short example passage
and learning objectives.

SB: Books AA–H
• In each lesson, Part Two: Learn
About the Strategy

Researchers Manset-Williamson and
Nelson (2005) explain, “explicit
instruction involves the overt, teacherdirected instruction of strategies,
including direct explanation,
modelling, and guided practice in the
application of strategies” (p. 62).

Genre Instruction
Students receive instruction of genre
properties of reading passages which
aids in both their recall and
comprehension of the passages.

TG: Books C–H
• In each lesson, Introduction, Genre
Focus

“The instruction of the content and
organisation of stories thus improves
comprehension of stories as measured by
the ability of the reader to answer
questions and recall what was read. This
improvement is more marked for less able
readers” (NICHD, 2000, pp. 4–45).

Graphic Organisers
Graphic organisers are visual displays
that help learners comprehend and
retain textually important
information.

SB: Books AA–H
• In each lesson, Part One: Think
About the Strategy

Listening Comprehension
Development and mastery of listening
comprehension on the meaning level is
one of the ﬁrst stepping stones in
learning how to read.

Series:
• Book P uses listening activities and
a selected few reading activities to
teach reading strategies.

Multiple-Strategy Instruction
Students are taught that more than
one cognitive strategy may be used to
gain meaning from text. Strategies
such as comparing and contrasting
and making predictions work together
to make text meaningful.

SB: Books C–H

Prior-knowledge Activation
These are learning activities that
stimulate knowledge that comes from
previous experiences.

SB: Books AA–H
• In each lesson, Part One: Think
About the Strategy
TG: Book P
• In Part One: Skill Development
section
• Lesson Opener, Getting Started
section
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This series uses …
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TG: Books P and AA
• Refer to Part One: Skill
Development section
• In each lesson, Part Four: Build
on What You Have Learned,
Reteaching feature

• Books AA–H use both listening
and reading activities, including the
“shared reading” strategy to teach
reading strategies.

• After every third lesson, and at the
end of each book, Review and Final
Review sections

“When students learn how to use and
construct graphic organisers, they are
in control of a study strategy that
allows them to identify what parts of a
text are important, how the ideas and
concepts are related, and where they
can ﬁ nd speciﬁc information to support
more important ideas” (Vacca & Vacca,
2005, p. 399).
“Teachers should emphasize text
comprehension from the beginning,
rather than waiting until students have
mastered ‘the basics’ of reading.
Instruction at all year levels can beneﬁt
from showing students how reading is
a process of making sense out of text,
or constructing meaning” (Armbruster
& Lehr, 2001).
“Skilled reading involves the
coordinated use of several cognitive
strategies. Readers can learn and
ﬂexibly coordinate these strategies to
construct meaning from text”
(NICHD, 2000, pp. 4–77).

“Several meta-analyses and reviews of
the research have found that direct,
explicit instruction in such speciﬁc
strategies as summarising, identifying
text structure and visual clues, calling
on prior knowledge, and using
graphic organisers improves students’
reading comprehension” (Biancarosa,
2005).
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This series uses …

Example

Research says …

Reading-Strategy Instruction
Explicit and direct instruction of each
core reading strategy occurs in order
to gain meaning from text.

Series:
• Books P and AA introduce 6 core
reading strategies.
• Book A introduces 8 core reading
strategies.
• Books B–H introduce 12 core
reading strategies.

Afﬂerbach, Pearson & Paris, (2008)
explain that reading strategies are
“deliberate, goal-directed attempts to
control and modify the reader’s efforts
to decode texts, understand words and
construct meanings” (p. 368).
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TG:
• Understanding the Strategies
• Teacher’s Corner
SB: Books AA–H
• Part One: Think About the Strategy
(Modelled Instruction)
• Part Two: Learn About the Strategy
(Guided Instruction)
• Part Three: Check Your
Understanding (Modelled Practice)
• Part Four: Build on What You Have
Learned (Guided Practice)
• Part Five: Prepare for a Test
(Independent Practice)

“There is virtually universal agreement
that scaffolding plays an essential and
vital role in fostering comprehension”
(Clark & Graves, 2005).

Shared Reading
This is a reading activity where a
teacher reads a story while students
look at the text being read and follow
along.

Series:
• Book P has several activities where
students read silently as the teacher
reads orally.
• Book AA uses shared reading as one
of its core teaching strategies.

Routman (2000) lists several beneﬁts of
shared reading, especially for ELL
students. Shared reading teaches
multiple reading strategies; provides
supportive context for reading; and
helps children participate as readers (p.
34).

Test-taking Practice
Selected-response and constructedresponse test questions are often used
on standardised tests.

SB:
• Books A–H, in each lesson, Part
Five: Prepare for a Test
• Books A–H, Review and Final
Reviews

Supon (2004) cites that researchers
have determined that “Students of all
levels of academic achievement and
intellectual abilities can be affected by
test anxiety.”

Theme-based Instruction
Theme-based instruction integrates
instruction of language and concepts
with real-world scenarios and with
cross-curricular subjects, such as social
studies, science and literature.

SB:
• In each lesson, the reading passages
have social studies, science or literary
themes.

Bergeron, Wermuth and Rudenga
(1996) summarised that theme-based,
integrated learning experiences engage
young children in meaningful and
functional literacy events, focus on
real-life experiences by providing
socially interactive settings, and
provide an organisational framework
for language acquisition.”
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Scaffolded Instruction
An instructional strategy in which
gradual withdrawal of support occurs
through modelled, guided, and
independent instruction and practice.

TG:
• Books P–H, Introduction
Books A–H, Genre Focus
• Books P–H, Connecting with
Literature
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Lesson

5

COMPARING AND CONTRASTING
LESSON OBJECTIVES
Students will learn to:
• Compare and contrast by ﬁ nding out how things
are alike and different in a reading passage
• Identify when test questions are asking them to
compare and contrast

Introduce the Strategy

Comparatives and Superlatives
Explain to students that comparatives are words
that compare two things, and superlatives are
words that compare two or more things.
Write the words larger and largest on the board.
Have students practise pronouncing larger and
largest so they can correctly hear the difference
between the words. Then ask students to choose
three objects in the classroom. Work together
to make a complete sentence that uses the words
larger and largest to compare the three objects
(The book is larger than the pencil, but the desk
is the largest of them all). Guide students to see
that three things are being compared: a book, a
pencil and a desk. Clarify that what is being
compared is the size of the objects.
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GETTING STARTED

ELL Support

Tell students that today they will learn how to
compare and contrast when they read.

Point out the comparative larger on student
book page 51.
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SAY: Good readers compare and contrast by
thinking about how things are alike and
different. You already know about
comparing and contrasting because you
experience these in your everyday life.
Whenever you make a choice, you compare
and contrast to make the best choice.

Model the Strategy

Introduce the strategy by describing a situation and
asking students to think about what is happening.
SAY: Suppose that you and your friend both
show up to basketball practice wearing
new sneakers. You notice that your
sneakers have laces but that your friend’s
sneakers do not. What is the same about
the pairs of sneakers? What is different?

Point out to students that what is the same about
the pairs of sneakers is that they both are new. What
is different about them is that one pair has laces and
the other pair does not. Explain that this is an
example of comparing and contrasting.

Genre Focus
Poem
Tell students that on page 52, they will read a
poem. Deﬁ ne this genre for students. Explain
that a poem is a piece of writing that uses
language in an unusual way to convey emotions,
ideas or experiences. Two main types are lyric
poems, which express personal thoughts or
feelings, and narrative poems, which tell a story.
Many poems have stanzas, or groups of lines
that form a pattern. Two common features of
poems are rhyme and rhythm. Rhyme is the
use of repeated sounds at the ends of words.
Rhythm is the pattern of beats, or stressed
syllables. The language used in most poems is
sensory and descriptive. Similes and metaphors
are literary elements often used in poems. Have
students share poems that they have read or
heard.
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Modelled Instruction
How Do You Find Likenesses and Differences?

Lesson

COMPARING AND
CONTRASTING

5

Many reading passages compare and contrast two or more things. You can find examples of
comparing and contrasting by thinking about the details you read.
Read this passage about Olivia and Rebecca. Think about how the two girls are alike
and how they are different.

PART ONE: Think About the Strategy
Olivia and Rebecca are twins. They were both born on the same day,
but Olivia is older than her sister by six minutes.
Olivia and Rebecca look alike, but they are different in many ways.
Olivia likes to play football and soccer. Rebecca would rather watch sport.

What Is Comparing and Contrasting?
Thinking about the ways two or more things are alike is comparing. Thinking about the ways
two or more things are different is contrasting. You can compare and contrast almost anything.

1

1. Let’s think about the details that tell about the likenesses between Olivia and
Rebecca.
Now think about the details that tell about the differences between them.

Write how a house cat and a lion are alike.
Sample response: Both animals are felines.

2. Look at the Venn diagram below.
The shaded part of the first circle tells how Olivia is different from Rebecca. The shaded
part of the second circle tells how Rebecca is different from Olivia. These are examples
of contrasting.
The information where the circles overlap tells how Olivia and Rebecca are alike. This is
comparing.
Write how a house cat and a lion are different.

3. Fill in another example of comparing where the circles overlap to tell how Olivia and
Rebecca are alike.

Sample response: House cats can make good pets, but lions do not.

4. Fill in another example of contrasting in the shaded part of the second circle to tell how
Rebecca is different from Olivia.
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2

Olivia

Both

Is older than
her sister

Are twins

Likes to play
sport

Work with a Partner

• Take turns telling each other something that is the same about two kinds of
animals. Then tell something that is different about the animals.
• See how many likenesses and differences you can find.

48

Look alike

Likes to
watch
sport
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Page 49
• Read out the information that precedes the
reading passage.
• Direct students to read the passage in the box.
• Tell students that after they read the passage, they
will use a graphic organiser to help them ﬁ nd the
likenesses and differences in the passage.
• Guide students through steps 1–4 for completing
the graphic organiser by having them follow
along as you read the steps aloud.
• Direct students to complete the two pieces of
missing information in the graphic organiser.
• Discuss student responses.
• Be sure students have a clear understanding of
how to ﬁ nd likenesses and differences in a
passage.
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AT A GLANCE

Born on the
same day

Rebecca

Is younger
than her sister

Students activate their background knowledge about
comparing and contrasting and then learn how to
apply this strategy to a short reading passage.

STEP BY STEP

Page 48
• Tell students that today they will practise
comparing and contrasting.
• Read out the information at the top of the page.
• Direct students to respond to items 1 and 2.
• Discuss student responses as a class.

Work with a Partner

• Organise students to work in pairs to complete
the Work with a Partner activity.
• Encourage volunteers to share their likenesses and
differences with the classes.

Tip: If students have difﬁculty thinking of likenesses
and differences, prompt them to think about how
the two animals look, feel or sound. Where do the
animals live? What do the animals eat?

Tip: If students have trouble completing the diagram,
tell them to reread the ﬁ rst sentence of the second
paragraph to ﬁ nd the similarity. Tell them to continue
reading to ﬁ nd the difference. Point out that Olivia
likes to do one thing, while Rebecca likes to do another.
Explain that what Olivia likes to do is listed in the
shaded part of the ﬁ rst circle. Then ask, “What does
Rebecca like to do that is different from Olivia?”
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Guided Instruction
Read this article written by Ryan about his favourite sport – lacrosse. As you read,
look for clue words that tell how lacrosse and baggataway are alike and how they
are different. Then answer the questions.

PART TWO: Learn About the Strategy

WHAT TO
KNOW

Finding how things are alike and how they are different is called
comparing and contrasting. Comparing is finding how people, places,
objects and events are alike. Contrasting is finding how they are different.
• Clue words that signal how things are alike are both, same, like, alike
and similar.
• Clue words that signal how things are different are but, unlike,
different, however and whereas.
• If there are no clue words in a reading passage to signal a comparison or
a contrast, think about the people, places, objects or events you read
about. Ask yourself, “How are they alike? How are they different?”

My Favourite Sport
My favourite sport is lacrosse. I’ve been playing this sport as long as I can
remember. Lacrosse is one of the oldest and fastest sports in North America. In
Canada, it is the national sport. Here in Australia, we don’t see it as often.
Lacrosse is played by two teams on a large field. The object of the game is to
throw a rubber ball into the opposing team’s goal. Players use a long stick with a
net basket, or pocket, on the end of it to pass the ball among teammates and move
it down the field.
Lacrosse came from a rugged game that was played in Canada hundreds of
years ago. The Algonquin, Huron and Iroquois nations called the game
“baggataway”. The Native Americans used a playing stick similar to today’s
lacrosse stick. But instead of a rubber ball, they used a ball made of hair covered
with deerskin.
Unlike lacrosse, baggataway was partly a religious ceremony. It was also an
excellent way to get warriors into top physical condition. Baggataway teams were
much larger than modern lacrosse teams. They sometimes had up to a thousand
players! Several kilometres often separated the goals. Games could last for two or
three days.
Some of the first French settlers in Canada played baggataway with the Native
Americans. The French gave the sport its present name. They thought that the
playing stick looked like a staff carried by French bishops, la crosse. As a result,
the game took on a new name.

Read this short article about the early buffalo hunters. As you read, think about the
ways in which the Plains Indians and the hunters from the East were alike and the
ways in which they were different.
At one time, more than 60 million buffalo lived on the Great Plains. For hundreds
of years, the Plains Indians hunted the buffalo for food. They killed only the number
of buffalo that they needed to survive. They also found ways to use the parts of the
buffalo’s body that they could not eat. The
animal’s hide provided clothing and shelter. Its
bones and tissues were made into weapons and
tools.
In the 1800s, hunters from the East came to
the Great Plains. At first, they killed the buffalo
mainly for sport. Later, they killed millions of
the animals for their hides, which could be
turned into leather. The hunters would cut off
the valuable hide and then leave the rest of the
body to rot. By 1895, fewer than 1000 buffalo
were left.

2. Which clue word or words in the article
signal that the purpose for playing
lacrosse and baggataway is different?
훽 but
훾 similar
훿 unlike
 as a result
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1. How are lacrosse and baggataway alike?
훽 Both games last several days.
훾 Both games are played by using
long sticks and a ball.
훿 Both games are played only in
Canada.
 Both games are played on the same
size playing field.

Ways in which the Plains Indians and the hunters from the East were alike:
They both hunted buffalo on the Great Plains.
They both used the hide of the buffalo they hunted.

Work with a Partner

Ways in which the Plains Indians and the hunters from the East were different:

The Plains Indians killed only the number of buffalo that they needed to survive, but the
hunters killed many buffalo just for sport.

• Talk about your answers to the questions.
• Tell why you chose your answers.
• Then talk about what you have learned so far about recognising cause and effect.

The Plains Indians used the buffalo’s entire body for their needs, but the hunters used
only the hide.
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AT A GLANCE

Students learn how to compare and contrast when
they read. Students then practise the strategy by
looking for how things are alike and different, using
any available clue words, to answer questions about
a passage.

STEP BY STEP

Page 50
• Introduce the lesson by reading aloud the
information in the What to Know box.
• Tell students that together you will read a passage
and talk about how good readers can make
comparisons and contrasts in a passage.
• Have a volunteer read out the passage.
• Direct students to follow along as you read the
information under the passage.
• Direct students to underline the two similarities
in the passage. Them have them double underline
the two differences.
• Conclude the lesson by reviewing the concepts in
the What to Know box.

Page 51
• Direct students to read the passage and answer
the questions. Guide students as needed.
• Organise students to work in pairs to complete
the Work with a Partner activity.
• When students have ﬁ nished working in pairs,
discuss the answers as a class.
Tip: Have students underline the sentence in the
passage that they used to answer question 1.
(The Native Americans used a playing stick similar to
today’s lacrosse stick.)
Then have students circle the clue word in the
sentence that signals the likeness (similar).
Tip: Ask students to underline the sentence in which
they found the clue word that helped them answer
question 2.
(Unlike lacrosse, baggataway was partly a religious
ceremony.)
Then have students circle the clue word in the
sentence (Unlike).
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Modelled Practice
Which Answer Is Correct and Why?

PART THREE: Check Your Understanding

REVIEW

Look at the answer choices for each question. Read why each answer choice is
correct or not correct.

Comparing is finding ways in which things are alike. Contrasting
is finding ways in which things are different.
• Look for clue words that signal a likeness, or comparison, such
as both, same, like, alike and similar.
• Look for clue words that signal a difference, or contrast, such
as but, unlike, different, however and whereas.
• If there are no clue words in the reading passage, think about
the ways in which the people, places, objects and events are
being compared and contrasted.

3. In what way are the views of the
adult and the child alike?

훽 Both ask the same number of
questions.
This answer is not correct because
the poem suggests that the adult
asks a few questions, but the child
asks millions of questions.

Read this poem about the ways in which an adult and a child question the world. In
the poem, the questions are referred to as serving-men. As you read, ask yourself,
“How are the views of the adult and child alike? How are their views different?”
Then answer the questions.

I let them rest from nine till five,
For I am busy then,
As well as breakfast, lunch and tea,
For they are hungry men.

3. In what way are the views of the adult
and the child alike?
훽 Both ask the same number of
questions.
훾 Both ask questions the entire day.
훿 Both take a break from asking
questions during the day.
 Both ask questions, such as How,
Where and Why.

But different folk have different views;
I know a person small –
She keeps ten million serving-men,
Who get no rest at all!
She sends ’em abroad on her own affairs,
From the second she opens her eyes –
One million Hows, two million Wheres,
And seven million Whys!

This answer is not correct because
the word similar is usually used to
compare things, not contrast them.
Also, the word similar is not used
in the poem.
●

훿 Both take a break from asking
questions during the day.
This answer is not correct because
the poem states that the adult gives
his serving-men a rest after they
have worked for him. The child,
though, keeps her serving-men busy
all day, “from the second she opens her
eyes”.

by Rudyard Kipling

●

4. Which clue word in the poem signals
that there is a difference between the
views of the adult and the child?
훽 similar
훾 but
훿 unlike
 whereas
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but
This answer is correct because the
word but introduces the line that
signals a difference: “But different
folk have different views.” Note that
the word different is also used to
signal a contrast.

훿 unlike
This answer is not correct because
the word unlike is not used in the
poem.

 whereas

AT A GLANCE

Students reinforce their understanding of strategy
concepts through reading a passage, answering
questions and discussing why answers are correct or
not correct.

STEP BY STEP

Page 52
• Read out the information in the Review box.
• Direct students to read the passage and answer
the questions on the page.
• Remind students to use the information in the
Review box to help them.

Page 53
• Tell students that this page models how to ﬁ nd
the correct answers and explains why each one is
correct.
• Share the correct answers.
• Then read out the explanations for all the answer
choices for questions 3 and 4. Solicit questions
and comments from the class.

Both ask questions, such as
How, Where and Why.
This answer is correct because the
poem is about an adult and a child
who both ask questions. The
difference between them is the
number of questions they ask.

This answer is not correct because
the word whereas is not used in the
poem.
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day.
This answer is not correct because
the poem states that the adult lets
his serving-men “rest from nine till
five”, for he is busy then.

훽 similar
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I keep six honest serving-men
(They taught me all I knew);
Their names are What and Why and When
And How and Where and Who.
I send them over land and sea,
I send them east and west;
But after they have worked for me,
I give them all a rest.

훾 Both ask questions the entire

4. Which clue word in the poem signals
that there is a difference between the
views of the adult and the child?

53

Tip: Point out that all the answer choices in
question 3 include the word both, which is a clue
word that signals a likeness. However, only choice D
states an actual similarity between the views of the
adult and the child.

Teacher’s Corner

In a reading passage, a comparison or a contrast
may take place in the relative present, or it may
take place over time.
In ﬁction, for example, a character’s behaviour,
attitude or appearance might not be the same at
the end of a story as it was at the beginning.
In nonﬁction, situations may be compared over
time. An article might describe how people
communicated 200 years ago compared to how
they communicate today.
Comparisons and contrasts don’t imply that one
thing is better or worse than another – just that
they are different.
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Guided Practice
Read this chart which describes some of the ways that dolphins and porpoises are
alike and ways that they are different. Then answer the questions.

PART FOUR: Build on What You Have Learned

MORE TO
KNOW

Sometimes, there are no clue words in a reading passage to signal that
things are being compared or contrasted. When there are no clue words,
• think about the people, places, objects or events that you read about.
Ask yourself, “How are they alike? How are they different?”
• think about what is being compared or contrasted. Ask yourself, “In
what ways are they compared? In what ways are they contrasted?”

Quality
Must surface to breathe

Dolphins

Porpoises

✓

✓

Have blowhole on top of head

✓

✓

Live in deep waters and near coast

✓
✓

Live mostly in coastal waters

Read this story about a contest winner. Then answer the questions.

Swim at speeds up to 40 kilometres per hour

✓

✓

Feed mostly on fish

✓

✓

Have a long, pointed snout

✓
✓

Have a short, rounded snout

6. In what way are the two islands
different?
훽 Greenland is smaller.
훾 Greenland has more people.
훿 Most people in Iceland live in the
middle of the country.
 Only Iceland has hot springs and
volcanoes.

Have a long, thin body

✓

Have a steeply sloping forehead

✓
✓

Have a gently sloping forehead
Known for their intelligence

✓

✓

Can be trained to perform tricks

✓

✓

Produce sounds underwater and listen to the
echoes to find food

✓

✓

9. Which of these tells one way dolphins
and porpoises are alike?
훽 Both have cone-shaped teeth.
훾 Both live mostly in deep waters.
훿 Both can perform tricks.
 Both have the same size snout.

7. One thing the islands have in common
is that
훽 most people live on the southwest
coast.
훾 they were discovered by Erik the
Red.
훿 neither has any green land.
 both have a large population.

10. One way that dolphins and porpoises
are different is that
훽 only dolphins can produce sounds
underwater.
훾 porpoises have a more steeply
sloping forehead.
훿 porpoises swim faster than
dolphins.
 dolphins have a longer snout.

8. In the story, the clue word whereas is
used to contrast the islands’
훽 size and population.
훾 size and location.
훿 population and climate.
 appearance and location.
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porpoise

11. What three qualities do dolphins have in
common with porpoises?
훽 have blowhole, are intelligent,
produce sounds underwater
훾 must surface to breathe, swim at fast
speeds, live in deep waters
훿 have a rounded snout, feed mostly
on fish, are intelligent
 have flat teeth, have a pointed
snout, live in coastal waters

AT A GLANCE

Students are introduced to additional information
about comparing and contrasting, and then they
answer questions about two passages.

STEP BY STEP

Pages 54 –55
• Read out the information in the More to Know box.
• As needed, guide students as they complete both pages.
• Discuss the correct responses as a class.

Tip: Ask students to identify sentences or
information in the passages that helped them answer
each question:
5: “Simon won a trip … Greenland or Iceland.”

12. Which of these is true?
훽 Porpoises are different from
dolphins in every way.
훾 Porpoises do mostly the same things
that dolphins do.
훿 Dolphins look like porpoises.
 Dolphins are just like porpoises,
except that they are smarter.
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5. How are Greenland and Iceland alike?
훽 Both lie mostly above the Arctic
Circle.
훾 Both are in the North Atlantic
Ocean.
훿 Both are the same size.
 Both are mostly covered with ice.

dolphin

✓

Have cone-shaped teeth

Simon won a trip to an island in the North Atlantic Ocean. His choices were
Greenland or Iceland. Simon didn’t want to visit Iceland. Just its name made him feel
cold. Greenland sounded like a much better place.
What Simon didn’t know was that Greenland isn’t really green. In fact, it’s probably
one of the least green places on Earth. Most of Greenland lies above the Arctic Circle
and is covered with thick ice. In 982 A.D., the Viking leader Erik the Red established a
colony there. He hoped to attract more settlers to the frozen island, so he called it
“Greenland”. The island population, however, stayed small. Today, most Greenlanders
live near the southwest coast. It is the warmest part of the island. It is also the only area
where grass and trees grow.
If Simon had studied his geography better, he would have known that Iceland is south
of Greenland. Only the northern tip of Iceland touches the Arctic Circle. Iceland has far
more green land than its neighbour. Part of Iceland is covered by ice, but the island also
has hundreds of natural hot springs and volcanoes. Greenland is two million square
kilometres in area and has about 60,000 people, whereas Iceland is 20 times smaller in
area and has at least four times as many people. Most Icelanders also live on the milder,
southwest coast.
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10: “Have a long, pointed snout” is ticked for
dolphins.
11: Ticks in both columns show that dolphins and
porpoises both have the qualities listed in choice A.

12: Ticks in both columns show that dolphins and
porpoises do mostly the same things as each other.

Reteaching

Use a graphic organiser to verify the correct
answer to question 9. Draw the graphic
organiser below, leaving the circles blank.
Work with students to ﬁ ll in each part of the
diagram, using information from the passage.
Sample responses are provided.

6: “Iceland has far more … hot springs and volcanoes.”
7: “Today, most Greenlanders live near the southwest
coast.” “Most Icelanders also live on the milder,
southwest coast.”

Dolphins

8: “Greenland is 2,000,000 … four times as many
people.”

Have a long,
pointed
snout

Have coneshaped teeth

Both
Can perform
tricks

Porpoises
Have a short,
rounded snout

Live mostly in
deep waters

9: “Can be trained to perform tricks” is ticked for
both dolphins and porpoises.
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Independent Practice
Read this fable from Aesop, along with a Native American folktale. Then
answer questions about both passages. Choose the best answer for Numbers
15 and 16.

PART FIVE: Prepare for a Test

TEST TIPS

• A test question about comparing and contrasting may ask you how
things are alike or how they are different.
• A test question about comparing and contrasting usually contains a
clue word. Words such as same, like, alike and similar signal that
you are to compare things. Words such as different, unlike or not
like signal that you are to contrast things.

One day, Hare made fun of Tortoise for
being so slow on his feet. Much to Hare’s
surprise, Tortoise challenged him to a race.
The Hare was amused at the idea. “Very
well,” he replied. “Let’s try and see.”
When the race began, Hare dashed off,
leaving Tortoise behind. Soon Hare was so
far ahead that he decided to take a nap.
Meanwhile, Tortoise plodded on and on.
When Hare awoke at last, he was surprised
that Tortoise was nowhere in sight. Hare
raced his fastest to the finish line, only to
find that Tortoise had already won.

Read this article about speed skaters. Then answer questions about the article.
Choose the best answer for Numbers 13 and 14.
On the Cutting Edge
Until 1997, speed skaters wore skates in which
the entire boot was firmly attached to the blade.
Today, most speed skaters wear clap skates. The
heel of a clap skate is not attached to the blade. A
hinge with a spring holds the toe of the boot to the
blade. When a skater pushes off, the heel lifts up,
leaving the entire blade on the ice longer. When the
skater’s entire foot lifts off the ice, the blade snaps
a clap skate
back to the heel, making a clapping sound.
On traditional speed skates, athletes push off from the back of the skate. They
rely on their thigh muscles for power. On clap skates, athletes push from the front of
the skate and use both their calf muscles and thigh muscles. The extra muscle power
enables the skaters to extend their legs out farther. The more the leg extends, the
longer the stride. The longer the stride is, the faster the speed.
Speed skaters who had trained on traditional skates had to learn new techniques
to use clap skates. Some athletes had a hard time adjusting to the new skates.
Unknown athletes who had figured out how to use clap skates began breaking world
records.

14. How are traditional skates and clap
skates alike?
훽 Both have a blade that remains on
the ice the same amount of time.
훾 Both require the skater to push
from the back of the skate.
훿 Both pack the same amount of
power and speed.
 Both have boots and blades as part
of the skate.

15. What is similar about the two stories?
훽 In both stories, a quicker animal
challenged a slower animal to a race.
훾 In both stories, a quicker animal
made fun of a slower animal.
훿 In both stories, Hare and
Hummingbird rested each night.
 In both stories, the slower animal
won the race.
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AT A GLANCE

Students practise answering questions about
comparing and contrasting that might appear on a
reading test.

STEP BY STEP

Pages 56–57
• Point out the Test Tips to students and explain
that these tips will help them answer test
questions.
• Tell students to read and complete pages 56 and
57.
• Discuss the correct responses as a class.

16. The stories are different because
훽 the birds’ race lasted longer.
훾 Hare wanted to race, but
Hummingbird did not.
훿 Tortoise was slow, but Heron was
fast.
 Hummingbird was less certain
than Hare about winning the
race.
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13. In what way is a traditional speed skate
different from a clap skate?
훽 A traditional skate is attached to the
blade at the toe, but a clap skate is
not.
훾 A clap skate is attached to the blade
only at the toe.
훿 The boot of a clap skate is firmly
attached to the blade.
 Only the traditional skate requires
athletes to use their thigh muscles.

★★★
“Let’s have a race,” Hummingbird said to
Heron one day.
“I won’t race you,” said Heron. “You are
fast and nimble. I am slow and awkward.”
Still, Hummingbird kept after Heron until
he finally agreed to race for four days. The
first one to reach the big tree by the bank of
the river would own all the water.
On the first day of the race, Heron had
barely taken flight before Hummingbird was
off like a shot. Heron kept flapping his
wings, and he soon found a slow and
steady rhythm.

While Hummingbird was looking for
food, Heron overtook her and went on past.
Hummingbird took off again and was soon
a considerable distance ahead of Heron, so
she stopped to taste the flowers again.
While Hummingbird was looking for food
once again, Heron kept on flying and soon
went past Hummingbird. Hummingbird took
off again and when she was ahead of
Heron, she stopped to sleep for the night.
But Heron travelled all night, passing the
tree where Hummingbird slept. When
Hummingbird woke the next day, she
overtook Heron once again. This went on
and on until the night of the third day when
Heron kept on flying while Hummingbird
slept once again.
On the morning of the fourth day,
Hummingbird quickly reached the big tree
along the bank of the river, but she was
surprised to see that Heron had reached it
first.
“We agreed that whoever got to the big
tree first should own all the water,” said
Heron. “Since all of the water now belongs
to me, you must not drink water but only
taste the flowers when you travel about.”
And that is why, to this day, Hummingbird
drinks only the sweet nectar of flowers.
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Connecting with Literature

As students read books they self-select from the
classroom or school library, encourage them to
look for comparisons and contrasts as they
read. Invite them to choose a favourite book
and present a brief Book Share. Have students
read a page or a selection from the book and
tell how they found likenesses or differences
between two or more people, places, objects or
events as they read. Ask them to point out any
clue words that helped them. Students may also
use a Venn diagram to compare and contrast a
character to themselves or to someone they
know.
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